Inversion Ensemble to perform in Live Music at the Library

O nce a month, the Georgetown Public Library’s Inversion Ensemble transforms the library into an informal concert hall. The Live Music at the Library event happens on the third Sunday of each month. On those days, library staff finally shut out and set up 120 chairs for the audience, musicians arrive with instruments and amplifiers. The audience arrives, and then the normally quiet space of a weekday in the library; there is still the possibility of just sitting down with others to listen to the music, free of charge. It’s rather magical walking in to a Sunday afternoon with the intention to check out a book or send a few, but then spontaneously finding a seat and enjoying some music — music that you never heard before, or maybe familiar sounds you’ve loved for years.

On our music mixes, many of our regular audience members arrive early and just put a sweater over their favorite chair; then go browse the new books or get a coffee; a new audience member also come in every month, usually bored in a performer they want to hear. We host musicians from all over the area, from musical groups, in the past we’ve had organo players, classical pianos, a flute quartet, a guitar group from the Red River Boys, a blues guitarist, jazz, mariachi, a Gilbert and Sullivan performance, Chinese folk guitar, pop/rock and blues and more. There’s the occasional library which with chairs, library visitors wandering in and out, a bit of open floor to do some dance or just sit and enjoy.

The musicians are not volunteers. The funding we want to pay them comes to us from our wonderful Friends of the Library group, a hard-working and effective nonprofit organization with more than 1,000 members. They raise funds for a variety of programs, materials and through donations, sales from the Second-Hand Book Shop located on the second floor. The Hill Country Authors series, special fund-raising events with Barnes and Noble and Fish City Grill, and seasonal sales.

In our last fiscal year, the Friends provided the library with about $9,000 which we used to meet library needs and fund events like the Live Music at the Library series, a goal for which we are grateful, including allowing us to bring professional performers to library visitors with no admission required.

This month’s concert will be at 2 p.m. Sunday, October 23, and the performing group will be the New Wave Inversion Ensemble, an Austin music collective. The ensemble members include composers and singers, and are excited to “go live to an interactive and inquisitive audience and to encourage the creation of new music.” Much of their music is written for special projects or in response to the organization’s requests for the composition and who are also organizers.

Inversion Ensemble’s previous performers have included: Mark Morganelli, Mark Morganelli, and the Mark Morganelli Quartet. Mark Morganelli is a composer, arranger and performer. He is the founder and artistic director of the Mark Morganelli Series and the founder of the Mark Morganelli Foundation. His work has been performed by the New World Records and the Smithsonian Folkways Recordings.
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A Few Upcoming Library Events
Exhibit: Art of Soap 30 September-28 October at Georgetown Public Library (first and second floor)
April 11, 2017, 2 p.m., Live, Play, Learn, Grow Playshop (first floor)
October 21, 2 p.m., Inversion Ensemble Live Music at the Library
October 22, 9:15 a.m., Music for War (ages 6+)
October 24, 10 a.m., Learn, Play, Grow Playshop (first floor)
October 30, 6 p.m., Monster Mash Bash (ages 6+)
Exhibit: Water: A Thousand Words October 13–30
Exhibit: Matilda Palmer: Eye See Evolutions December 5–30, 2016
Exhibit: Halloween Party (ages 18 months to 5 years)
November 5, 1-2 p.m., Library Chat (second floor)
November 18, 6-7:30 p.m., Art Student Reception for North’s Thousand exhibit

Consult the Library Calendar all libraries georgetown.org for more information on these and other library programs such as kids storytelling and teen art programs.
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